
                       AMOS   July 2021   Newsletter  

Board Meeting was canceled due to Hot weather at the field.

                   
      General Meeting Recap – Denneys -7PM  7/6 /2021 

New Business;

  The 4 Attending Board Members reviewed the continued development of 
the AMOS Website. The newly developed website has been well received.
 There may be a few additions for improvement, but all in all, the website 
is functioning very well. 

The War Birds over Roseville Event was a big success. Excellent turn out, 
spectacular jets and flights by participating pilots. The event did show a 
profit for AMOS. The food was great, Thanks to Basil and his team. 

A discussion followed relative to requesting volunteers to assist with the 
set up and clean up for upcoming events. A lot of work goes in to 
conducting a successful event. We will ask for volunteers at the next 
Members meeting as well as an email message to the club in early August.

 Dave Long Reviewed the ongoing projects for field improvement. 
The shade covers should be completed by the end of July. Additional AB 
rock is needed to complete the parking lot development. Dave Long will 
provide 2/3’s of the cost and AMOS will pay 1/3 of the cost. 

                                                           



About 60 units will be required.
 A suggestion was made to have Safety Reminder Sheets posted in the pit 
area, reminding pilots (new and regular members) relative to: - Call-Outs 
when entering and exiting the Runway - Taxing in the Pit - Low Pass 
Restrictions Safety will always be our number one priority.

 There was a short discussion on what contest / events we should have at 
the upcoming Electric Fun Fly (August 8th). Possibly, Combat Flying with 
streamers, Limbo contest, Distressed Pilot contest, Balloon Pop, and 
landing on the X. 

Next General Meeting: Saturday, July 10th after the Swap Meet at the 
AMOS Field Board Reports Treasure’s Report: Balance as of 6/30/21 = 
$48,918 

AMA HONORS AMOS FOR FIVE YEARS AS LEADER CLUB

  In recognition of five years as a leader club, AMA has awarded AMOS the plaque shown above and
enough of the patches shown above for every member.  

To get your patch, contact Jody at amossecty@gmail.com
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     A  MOS 2021 Event Schedule  ;

Electric Fun Fly: August 7  coming up!!

Presidents Fun Fly , General Meeting   and Swap meet   - August 14
Free Hamburgers and Hotdog lunch for AMOS Members and there Families!!

Jet Rally: (David Long) - September 9,10 and 11th

Buddy Box training on Turbine Jets – Thursday the 9th

He  licopters:   September 25 (Basil Y, Geordan W)

Profile Event October 2nd (Randy Allen)

                                                           



             Soldering Connections for R/C Applications

      Soldering your own connections for R/C modeling is a great hobby in itself. 
Buying the connectors and making up your own harnesses for batteries, ESC's and Chargers is 
really very easy.  Most experienced modelers are experts at it. 

You can save quite a bit of money from not having to buy these already assembled.

    Most Batteries come with a connector installed that you might not use because it doesn’t match
the type of connectors your using on all your Batteries. 

   With connectors it's important to stick with the same type (Like a Deans Plug) 
on all your model connections. Aftermarket Deans style plugs are dirt cheap in quantity and are 
pretty good quality. The X60 and X90 yellow connectors are excellent also, some say the best!

Huge Money saver – If you find yourself switching to another type of power plug like Deans to 
the X60 or X90 or a mix of both you can make up some adapters.  That way you can use your 
charging leads to charge a battery with the alternate plug. If you look specifically at the Deans 
and X plugs they can easily be soldered together using no wire, to make adapters. 

  Making adapters with other types of connectors is still easy – if they don’t mate you can use 
some wire in between the connectors to make the adapter. Get the polarity correct when making 
the adapters. Add a good amount of solder in between the connections for high amps to pass 
through.

                        Tools and Accessories you will need:

   A good Soldering Station like the WC100 - $50 by Weller is a great Hobby Soldering Iron with 
regulator stand and lasts many years. Also the tips are easy to get and will be available for a long 
time because of the popularity of this iron. I have used one of these for 20 years with no 
problems.
There are after market soldering stations for as cheap as $10-$20 if you just want to experiment. 

  Most of these tools and soldering accessories are available at either Harbor Freight or any 
electronics store. Between the two stores you'll get all the stuff you need. The best price on R/C 
specific connectors and wiring is at Hobby King or Ebay. If you mail order R/C specific items you
have to know what your ordering. Check - dimensions, gauge of the wire and amp capacity of 
connectors.  Harbor Freight and Hobby King have standard shrink tubing, solder and wiring.

                                                           



                    

Basic Soldering Tools and insulators                                    common R/C connectors

Solder 50-3000  60/40  .032 round available at HK. Great stuff!!

You'll need some basic tools like - Wire Strippers, Pliers, Dikes and Scissors.

Soldering Accessories - Shrink tubing - different sizes and  Electrical tape. 

R/C Specific Items – Deans, X60-90 or other types of  Connectors (High Amperage) for Lipo, Life
and Lion Batteries. Banana Connectors ( Low amp), usually for low capacity battery charging 
leads. Servo Lead wire. Charging harness parts, Glow plug driver parts and charger wiring will 
all be in your bag of parts after you become expert at soldering.

Making your Connections - 

   In this example I am installing a Deans connector onto the ESC battery input wires for a 
Electric Powered helicopter. All other connections use the same procedure whatever your 
soldering.

  The Soldering station has a heat level control. This should not be turned all the way up. Start 
somewhere in the middle and turn up if you need more heat.  Or a lower setting if your getting 
enough heat to do the job. All the way up will ruin your tips fast and can ruin parts. 

1) Cut your wires Red (+) and Black (-) to equal lengths with some Dikes, and strip 1/8 "  
insulation off the tip with some wire strippers.

                                                           



2) When the soldering iron heats up add a small amount of solder to the iron’s tip and turn it in 
the wet sponge in the Iron stand to tin the tip. The tip should now be silver. Repeat this over and 
over as you work. Keep that tip silver!! Also Tin after you finish soldering.

3) Tin the tips of the Wires and the Connector lugs before connecting them. Heat the contact 
point for a few seconds then add some solder.

  You should have a shiny silver pad on the connector lug and the wire should be completely 
saturated from all angles with solder. This will take some practice!!

  Watch the heat - this is time sensitive, too much heat can cause damage to the parts but too little
won’t let the solder flow correctly. Find that balance for the size of wire your working with. 

Tinning the wire tips for the connector      Tinning the connector lugs

A Tip for your Tip!! - When tinning thick wire don't put the Iron on the side of the bare wire 
while feeding in the solder from the other side, set the hot tip flat on the end of the wire. 
Feed the solder in from the side near the tip.

   Solder will flow easier through the wire strands (similar to electrical current) while applying 
heat to the end of the wire instead of the side.

 This makes the job much easier especially when your soldering heavy gauge wire.

Tin from the end                                 Setup your shrink tubing

                                                           



Setup your shrink tubing before soldering the connector. While soldering push the tubing back so
it doesn't shrink while your connecting the wires.

  Apply heat to the connector lug for a few seconds then drop the wire on. Add enough solder and 
heat to make a good solid connection. 

Tip: The Helping hand's alligator clip can be used to clip the wire on the lug while feeding in 
solder. 

  This makes the job much easier especially for thicker wire. You can go back and heat it up after 
taking off the clip - real quick, to get a nice solid silver ball. 

Practice on junk electronics parts to get the hang of this.

  Use a Blow Dryer or Covering heat gun to shrink the insulating shrink tubing on the lugs after 
you have made the connections.

   
    Completed connection (Male Deans)                                 Clipping the wire while soldering

 Keep the Plus and Minus orientation on your connectors, batteries and charging wires the same. 

                                                           



Look at your charger wires to get the correct + , - wire orientation. 
Soldering Connectors to Batteries

Deans Female             Connect and insulate before making the other connection

  For the Battery connector the female side of the plug is used. This side of the plug has no 
extending connecting leads that can be easily shorted out. This applies to any type of new style 
Lipo/ Lion or Life battery connector.

  The operation of soldering the wires to the connector is the same as on the ESC side but you 
have to be aware of the loaded voltage from the battery. Shorting out a large Lipo battery while 
soldering the terminals could cause a fire.

  Isolate one of the Leads by taping it back so it can't touch the other lead. Solder and insulate 
one lead to the connector.  Take the tape off and solder and insulate the other connection. Be 
careful with clips, iron tips and other tools you can still cause a short if they are cross the battery 
terminals.

Here's what the connections should look like after you solder. 

                       Perfect solder joints                                  The cheap Helping  Hand Tool
            

                                                           



Small Problem while soldering:

  The wires get really hot and you have to hold them in place for a few seconds before the solder 
solidifies.  You'll scream ouch a few times!! 

There are some heat proof gloves that can help. Holding the wire with hemostats 
or players can help but make exact placement of the wire a little harder.   

New Improved Helping Hand tool available at Hobby King , Ebay and Amazon:

  This Helping hand Setup even has a USB powered Fan to cool 
off your connection joints after soldering. Say goodbye to 
burning your fingers! 
It has so many hands Medusa would be jealous!
                                                 

Jokes;

The Monastery 

A guy joins a monastery and takes a vow of silence: he's allowed to say two words every seven
years. 

After the first seven years, the elders bring him in and ask for his two words. 
"Cold floors," he says. 

They nod and send him away. Seven more years pass. They bring him back in and ask for his 
two words. He clears his throats and says, 
       "Bad food." They nod and send him away. 

Seven more years pass. They bring him in for his two words. "I quit," he says. 
"That's not surprising," the elders say.
 
"You've done nothing but complain since you got here."
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